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FLAIR

A modern 29' auto-boat

by Laurie McGowan
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IBOLT WFSZ NVDI GPS ZPVS MFUUFS  &NNFUU  BOE GPS
UIFHPPEBSUJDMFPOBVUPCPBUT*SFBEJUXJUIJOUFS
FTUFTQFDJBMMZ CFDBVTF * IBE BO BXBLFOJOH BCPVU PME
DBST POF EBZ BCPVU  ZFBST BHP  XIFO TPNF BVUPNP
CJMFTPGUIFFSBPGUIFBVUPCPBUTESPWFCZBIPVTF*XBT
XPSLJOH PO  UIFO QBSLFE OFBSCZ * XBOEFSFE PWFS BU
MVODIUJNFBOESFNFNCFSFBUJOHBTBOEXJDIBOETUPQ
QJOHNJEDIFXBTUIFMFWFMPGEFUBJMJOHBOEDSBGUTNBO
TIJQIJUIPNF(FOFSBMMZ*EPOUMJLFDBST FTQFDJBMMZOFX
POFT WFSZNVDI CVU*SFNFNCFSXPOEFSJOHIPX*IBE
OFWFSTFFOBOZUIJOHMJLFUIBUCFGPSF BTJUPQFOFEVQB
OFXXPSMEPGEFTJHO*XBTDPNQMFUFMZJHOPSBOUPG/PX*
PGUFOMPPLBUPMEFSDBSTGPSJOTQJSBUJPO
1FPQMFPGUIFBVUPCPBUFSBPGUFOVTFEUIFJSCPBUTGPS
KBVOUTBOEOPUGPSSFBMDSVJTJOHPSFYQFEJUJPOT BOE*WF
LFQUUIBUJONJOEXIJMFBMTPSFNFNCFSJOHUIBUQFPQMF
TIPXFE PGG UIFJS CPBUT  XIJDI XFSF GBTIJPOBCMF BOE
DVUUJOHFEHFGPSUIFJSUJNF
"GUFSQMBZJOHBSPVOEXJUIUIFTIBQFBCJU UIFOBNF
'-"3&DBNFUPNJOEGPSUIFDPODFQU*WFESBXOIFSF
#VU '-"*3JTBNVDICFUUFSOBNF BTZPVECFCPBUJOH
JO TUZMF JO TPNFUIJOH MJLF UIJT 4IFT BMM DVSWFT  JT MPX
BOEMFBO BOEIBTOFBUQBJOUBOECSJHIUXPSLBOEBGFX
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DVTUPN DBTUJOHT 5IJT CPBU DPVME SFBMMZ TUBOE PVU JO B
DSPXE*IPQFUIFTIBQFJTOUUPPNPEFSOGPSZPV
5IFXJOETIJFMEBOEUIFáBSFJOUIFUPQTJEFTTIPVME
IFMQ LFFQ UIF DPDLQJU ESZ GPS NPTU PG UIF XBWFT BOE
XFBUIFSZPVEHFUJOUP CVUHSFFOXBUFSPWFSUIFCPXJT
MJLFMZHPJOHUPDBUDIUIFQBTTFOHFSTJOUIFBGUTFBUJOUIF
UFFUIi)BIBuUIFQJMPUBOEDPQJMPUXPVMECFBCMFUP
KPLF BTUIFZEVDLXBWFT5IJTTDFOBSJPXPVMENFBOUIBU
ZPVSFHPJOHUPPGBTUJOUIFXSPOHXFBUIFS UIPVHI*O
XFUPSDPMEXFBUIFS PSCMJTUFSJOHIFBU UIFQPQUPQBOE
TFMGESBJOJOH DPXM BJS WFOUT GPSXBSE PG UIF XJOETIJFME
XJMMIFMQLFFQDPOEJUJPOTDPNGZ

Layout
'-"*3T DPDLQJU JT WFSZ TJNQMF  XJUI UXP TJEFXBZT
CPY TFBUT BGU BOE DPNGZ IFMN BOE DPQJMPU TFBUT  XJUI
BSNSFTUT GPSXBSE"IBUDIJOUIFEBTICVMLIFBEHJWFT
BDDFTTUPUIFCBUUFSJFTBOEHFBSTUPSFEJOUIFCPX5IFSF
BSFMPDLFSTVOEFSUIFCPYTFBUT BOEPOFDBOBDDFTTUIF
NPUPS T  UISPVHI UIF BGU CVMLIFBE JO UIF DPDLQJU BT
XFMM4FMGESBJOJOHBOEáVTIIBUDIFTPWFSUIFMB[BSFUUF
BOE TFU JOUP UIF GPSFEFDL PGGFS NPSF BDDFTT UP TQBDFT
CFMPX5IFDPDLQJUESBJOTBGUUISPVHIUIFUSBOTPN

Particulars

FLAIR is an update of the early 20th-century auto-boat type.

Auto-boats took their styling cues from the fledgling car
industry; they were the precursors to the later runabout.

Shape
I started with a round-sectioned hull, then went to a
very flared bow with a tumblehome stern, with a subtle
chine and spray rail. I call it “subtle” only because the
rest of the topsides is a riot of curves. “What’s the fun
and cool-looking deck overhang aft for?,” you may ask.
The answer is simple: It’s for fun, and it’s supposed to
be cool-looking. It also adds some shape to what would
have been a just chopped-off transom with a rudder
hung on it.
The combination of narrow waterline, low quarter
beam angle (the measure of the angle of the run of a
boat, where too much rocker, or angle, aft limits speed),
nice curve of areas, excellent diagonal lines, light
weight, V forward, and almost flat sections aft (known
as a “warped” hull), spray rails, and clean underbody
promises excellent performance. Computer analysis of
the boat supports this. I’ve continued the tumblehome
down into the water at the transom, to act as a non-tripping surface—a feature that should make the boat bank
correctly in turns.

LOA
29' (8.84m)
LWL
27' 9" (8.47m)
Beam
6' 9" (2.06m)
Beam WL
5' 9" (1.76m)
Draft
22" (0.56m)
Displacement (half-load)
2,840 lbs (1.29t)
D/L ratio
59
Prismatic coefficient
0.64
Electric motor
LEMCO Swordfish
twin 200-D135 @ 72V system,
26kW (35 hp) continuous and
53kW (71 hp) peak output

Motor
I like that you’re open to an electric drive system as
the quietness of the motors will really enhance your outings. You won’t have to yell to be heard, you’ll be able
to see more wildlife up close, and you can even have a
great sound system to play your favorite music. Electric
drives and especially battery systems are improving all
the time, so I’ve picked a powerful and light twin system called a LEMCO Swordfish. It’s a 72V system with
a 26kW (35-hp) continuous rating, and a 53kW (71-hp)
peak rating for when you want to skip across the water.
If you look at 35 hp on the power-vs-speed curve, that’s
comfortably in the mid-teen speed range. I’d suggest
lithium-ion batteries for their lightness and because
they have more usable capacity than lead-acid ones.
Depending on your requirements (distance and speed),
the battery bank could last a few hours, or all day.
Lithium-ion batteries are very expensive, however.
/PWFNCFS%FDFNCFSr103
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Above—FLAIR’s hull shape combines a
narrow waterline, a nearly flat run (and
flat sections) aft, and a sharp entry, all of
which promise good semi-planing speed
and economy. The tumblehome continues
below the water’s surface, presenting a
non-tripping shape in tight turns.
Left—At 35-hp, FLAIR will travel in the
mid-teens. And she’ll do that in nearsilence with an electric-propulsion unit.

104r8PPEFO#PBU
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FLAIR ’s shapely hull is meant to be cold-molded or strip-planked and sheathed in fiberglass. The deck receives a decorative
overlay of teak or mahogany.

For a propeller, I’d suggest a Juan (pronounced “zjouahn”) three-blade model from Sanary-sur-Mer, France.
It’s essentially a conventional wheel with an interesting
and very subtly hooked shape at its tips (in fact, conventional propellers may be “treated” with Juan tips). These
props, the invention of a retired airplane mechanic,
Jacques Juan, create a virtual nozzle effect underwater
and limit the amount of water that’s thrown sideways
off the tips, resulting in a smoother and more efficient
ride. One of its benefits is you can place the propeller
closer to the hull bottom without having water bounce
off the hull. I became a fan of these while standing
barefoot on the inside bottom of a large and fast
aluminum tour boat in the Mediterranean. The boat
was powered by twin 750-hp engines, and before getting Juan-treated propellers, it had cracked welds all
over the hull from being pounded by the prop-wash.
After the boat received these modified propellers, the
hull at speed felt like a balanced washing machine
during the spin cycle.
I looked at making a tunnel in the boat, as you
described, and it’s still a possibility, but the boat is
The boat’s three-bladed propeller appears conventional, but
it’s not: This is a Juan (“zjou-ann”) treated prop, meaning its
tips are shaped to direct water in a nozzle-like fashion. The
result is a smoother and more efficient boat.

quite shallow for a 29-footer without it. Yes, that spoonshaped depression in some of the auto-boats likely does
hold the hull to the water a bit more—or that’s what it
feels like, at least. Tunnels not only result in less hull
volume aft, but when they fill (if the top is above water
when at rest) they add the weight of the water in the
tunnel to the boat’s displacement, and lower the hull
in the water more. Not having a tunnel is always sleeker.

Construction
There is so much shape in the boat that it needs to
be epoxy strip-planked or cold-molded. I’m going with
red or white cedar strips, 5⁄8" (16mm) thick on the hull,
with 1⁄2" (13mm) cedar, then a decorative overlay of 3⁄8"
(10mm) mahogany or teak on the deck. The coaming is
1
⁄2" fir or teak. Sheathing is 24-oz biaxial on the hull and
10-oz cloth on the decks. There are three 5⁄8" (16mm)
bulkheads, with two 5⁄8" ring frames between them, and
11⁄4" (32mm) square fir frames between each of these.
The transom is 5⁄8" mahogany. Fir backbone and framing includes a 2 × 4" (100 × 200mm) keelson, 23⁄4" × 4" (70
× 200mm) engine beds, a 2" × 3" (100 × 150mm) inner
stem, 11⁄8 × 4" (27 × 200mm) floors, 3⁄4" × 4" (19 × 200mm)
bilge stringers, 1" × 13⁄4" (25 × 44mm) chines, and 7⁄8" ×
2 1⁄4" (22 × 57mm) clamps. CNC -cut bulkheads and patterns would save a lot of time in the boat’s construction.
I think FLAIR could be a very fun boat to own and
use. The modern construction and electric drive would
make maintenance a snap and motoring a joy. And I
think the very slippery yet stable hull would provide a
nice motion on the water.
Laurie McGowan is a Nova Scotia–based boat designer in with a
diverse on- and below-water work history. He specializes in energyefficient commercial and pleasure boats. More of his work may be
found at mcgowanmarinedesign.com.
Do you have a boat concept you’d like to see Laurie McGowan
develop on these pages? If so, send it to Sketchbook, WoodenBoat
Publications, P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616, or email it to
sketchbook@woodenboat.com. Your letter should be no longer than
500 words.
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